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1. BACKGROUND
Innovation is at the heart of the start-up, and learning to manage it is essential for long-term success. What
is innovative today will cease to be innovative in the future and therefore innovation management must be
an everyday process in the SME.

What is innovation?
It is the introduction of novelties in a given market or industry, such as new products, services, methods, sources
of supply or organisation. At the same time, there is a strong emphasis on successful commercialisation, i.e.
an innovation is more than an idea or an invention, it is the result of bringing it to market.

The purpose of innovation is to continuously grow and renew a company with new or better products, more
efficient processes or improved business models.

How do we, in business organisations or as entrepreneurs, arrive at successful innovation?
It is clear that innovation and entrepreneurship are closely linked; sometimes the terms are even used
interchangeably. But, as two distinct but interrelated concepts, it can be difficult to determine the exact
relationship between them.

Necessity may be the mother of invention, but it does not automatically produce innovation. The entrepreneur
represents the missing link between invention and innovation. In fact, an entrepreneur is someone who is
willing and able to transform an invention into an innovation.

Turning invention into innovation depends on how an entrepreneur positions themselves, obtains funding and
manages the company to succeed. Innovation is about the process and organisation needed to generate
ideas in any context.

The ability to innovate in this sense is not only a vital component of a successful business, but can be seen as
an essential aspect of entrepreneurship itself.
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What does it take to be an innovative entrepreneur?
While entrepreneurs are 'born' to some extent, research suggests that this only accounts for 40 per cent of
entrepreneurial experience, "the good news is that 60 per cent" are "made", which means we can train these
skills.

Professional innovation management can be taught; it is a set of processes and best practices like production
or financial management. However, there are those who are more naturally inclined towards
entrepreneurship in particular. Entrepreneurship is more about attitude, perseverance and focus. An
entrepreneur may be a good innovator, but an innovation manager is not necessarily a good entrepreneur.

Many texts on innovation focus mainly on large companies such as Apple or Microsoft, but it is necessary to
point out that innovation also exists within smaller, entrepreneurial companies.

The role of technology and digital media in innovation and entrepreneurship:
Whether the knack for innovation is instinctive or something that is refined through practice and experience,
one thing that has always helped grease the wheels of entrepreneurial creativity is technology. Today's
technological advances, such as Big Data, IoT (Internet of Things) and machine learning, now allow entire
networks of entrepreneurs to develop interconnected ideas.

Novel technology is and always has been an important source of innovation for entrepreneurs. The distinctive
feature of new technology is that it enables open innovation in innovation ecosystems.

What about the influence of digital channels?
It is hard to think of a business idea without a digital presence today. However, a digital strategy should
always be based on solving a real problem for the customer, not just digitising for the sake of digitising.
However, it is perfectly possible to create a company without having a clue about digital. On the other hand,
many digital ideas come to market through strong entrepreneurs, not because they are digital.
Regardless of the role technology plays in a business, nothing can substitute for the fundamental knowledge
and skill set that an entrepreneur will need to succeed. These may be innate and need to be honed, or
something new that must be learned.
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Fig 2.1 – Technology & innovation
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Question:
How can creativity & problem-solving help to innovate around value?
Answer:
1. A design thinking approach will lead the entrepreneur to find opportunities to generate value
2. A creativity methodology is one of the main ways to promote innovation processes at start-up stage
3. Critical thinking will guide the process of evaluating innovation
4. Technology (particularly ICT) can help to accelerate innovative and viable solutions.

Having completed the BIC for SME Diagnostic evaluation earlier and having identified gaps in terms of
creativity and innovation management, this module provides links to useful templates or sources whereby the
user can deal with issues of concern to the business such as:
•

Design thinking techniques to add value to innovation

•

Creativity tools for innovation processes

•

Metrics for monitoring innovative solutions or businesses
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2. MODULE GOALS (MODULE DIAGNOSTIC, ROADMAP & DELIVERY)
2.1

Module Goals

In Section 3 a detailed breakdown of the Module content is provided. However, the broad objectives of this
Module are:
•

Help the entrepreneur focus their effort on innovation in a proposal that adds value to certain clients.

•

Make the principles and tools necessary to generate & select ideas (through critical thinking)
available to the entrepreneur.

•

Help the entrepreneur to materialise innovation in competitive advantages.

•

Understand basic Lean concepts and transmit them to the entrepreneur to manage the development
of new products or processes in an agile way and adapted to the market.

•

Make the strategic design & design thinking tools available to entrepreneur.

•

Show the entrepreneur how technology affects disruptive innovation and the importance of
incorporating it into all business processes.

•

Understand how entrepreneurs can design and implement an innovation management system that
lasts over time.

•

Include key metrics to monitor start-up growth and knowledge on how to implement actions to make
it sustainable.

2.2

Plan the Module Training Process

2.2.1 Undertake a Diagnostic Assessment / Baseline Survey
The BIC for SME Diagnostic Tool for Entrepreneurs will enable you to identify the key aspects to success in
terms of Adding Value through innovation.

The BIC for SME Diagnostic Tool will highlight areas of strength and weakness for the Entrepreneur and
Trainer and will provide a Roadmap in terms of the actions to be undertaken to enhance knowledge and
competencies. This Roadmap is supported by a visual Concept Map, which provides a visual representation
of the Module where you, as a trainer, can highlight key areas to address.

Alternatively, or in support of the BIC for SME Diagnostic Tool, you can use a simple problem-analysis tool
to find the root cause of the issues involved in innovation issues such as:
•

Five whys - The primary goal of the technique is to determine the root cause of a defect or
problem by repeating the question "Why?". Each answer forms the basis of the next question.
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The "five" in the name derives from an anecdotal observation on the number of iterations needed
to resolve the problem.
•

Fishbone Diagram - The fishbone diagram or Ishikawa diagram is a cause-and-effect diagram
that helps entrepreneurs to track down the reasons for imperfections, variations, defects, or
failures. The diagram looks just like a fish’s skeleton with the problem at its head and the causes
for the problem feeding into the spine. Once all the causes that underlie the problem have been
identified, entrepreneurs can start looking for solutions to ensure that the problem doesn’t become
a recurring one.

•

Etc.

2.2.2 Develop a Training Roadmap & Action Plan
Following the initial Diagnostic or Baseline Evaluation and in order to make the training intervention effective,
a Trainer / Mentor / Consultant can help you to:
1. Select the elements of the Innovation Module to be covered and set timelines for same
2. Set the training sequence (trainers to organize topics based on importance (as per the Diagnostic
evaluation), impact, interactions, etc.).
3. Select the pedagogy (how the selected elements of the Module are to be covered in terms of
practical work, lectures, reading material, exercises, etc.).
4. Set Action plan and Milestones to be achieved – KPI (see Section 5)
5. Determine Outputs - assess the result achieved (see Section 5)

Of course, entrepreneurs can also review the material themselves.

2.2.3 Delivery of the Innovation Module
The delivery of the Module should take approximately 20 Hours (including supported and (primarily)
independent learning).

This module focusses on innovation management issues (and is linked to Module 1, which gives an introduction
to business plan development on issues such as business structure, market, customers, competitors, and
suppliers, team, etc.).
Following your Training / Mentoring / Coaching intervention, you can use the Diagnostic Tool for a second
time and assess the progress made in terms of enhanced knowledge, competencies and skills.
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3. CONTENT OF THE MODULE
3.1:

Module Content

3.1.1: Strategic Design & Design Thinking
o Lean approach and value concept for Strategic Design
o Value Proposition Design
o Branding
o Servitisation and Design thinking to obtain competitive advantages
o Tools and methodologies

3.1.2: Creativity & Critical Thinking
o Idea creation concept and methodologies
o Critical thinking
o Sources and tools

3.1.3: Product/service and Technology Innovation Management
o Product/service life cycle
o Innovation and business strategy
o Innovation Management system: aspects to consider.
o Project management:
Traditional approach
Agile approach
o Tools and methodologies
In addition to this Module, the user will be able to apply knowledge gained in other modules of the
programme to make the business sustainable by growing with the market.

An overview of the Content is provided below and can also be found in The Diagnostic Tool in the Roadmap
Worksheet.
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Fig 2.2: Concept map of product and services innovation strategies

Section 2.1.1: Strategic Design & Design thinking

Connected to the definition of the business model (Module 1), there is a process called Validated Learning to
be implemented at start-up. It consists of learning about the job that is to be done to have success in the
market. To be consider:
•

Learn - What customers really want, not what they say they want.

•

Align the company with customer´s real needs - make start-up more productive, let people working
smarter.

•

Experiment - select groups of customers and experiment different versions of your prototype

•

To be sustainable establish a Growth Hypothesis - by testing how new customers will discover
entrepreneur´s product or service.

Lean means thin but look strong and healthy. In business Lean management is useful to:
•

Minimise process waste

•

Maximise the value that customer obtains from a product/service
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To achieve the above it is necessary to focus on customer needs. E. Ries’ Feedback loop shows the process to
be implemented in a start-up to incorporate Lean strategies:

Fig 2.3 – Lean Start-up model

LEARN

Ideas
• customer
needs
• test consumer
behaviour
• interact

Data

BUILD

• as fast as
possible
• value
hypothesis

MEASURE

Product
• Minimum
Viable Product
• Early
adopters

Question:
Where can the entrepreneur find value for the customer? How does he/she start?
Answer:
Identifying processes and classifying activities into three types (using Lean principles):
•
•

Those that add value to the

Optimise

customer

efficiency

Those that do not add value to the

Eliminate

customer
•

Those that do not add value but

Minimise

cannot be removed

Example: Queuing to be attended in a store does not add value to the user, therefore it is an
activity to minimise: an app to make reservations and payments plus a collection point in the store
allows the client to maximise its value.

Value stream mapping: It is a Lean tool that seeks to map processes from supplier to customer,
highlighting the flows of product and information and identifying delays and non-value adding
processes.
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7 wastes: in most cases there are some wastes to be reduced or eliminated in these activities:
o Transport
o Inventory
o Motion
o Waiting
o Over-Processing
o Overproduction
o Defects

Buyer utility map: It is a blue ocean strategy tool (developed by W. Chan Kim and Renée
Mauborgne) aimed at finding utility gaps in the design of products or services that the
entrepreneur can consider as a market opportunity.

Value Proposition Design: a tool that provides a framework to achieve Fit where the
entrepreneur value map (offer) meets customer profile (needs), such that products and services
produce pain relievers and gain creators that match one or more of the jobs, pains, and gains
that are important to customers. Some of the jobs customers want to be done are as follows:

Fig 2.4: Value proposition design
Functional jobs
Social jobs

Personal-emotional jobs
Supporting jobs
Job context

Servitisation is a business strategy trend, particularly useful for industrial companies, designed to meet the
needs of customers and, therefore, achieve value. It consists of a shift towards the service economy of
manufacturing companies that seek customer loyalty. Many consumers no longer want to buy a good. They
prefer having the availability to use it, in other words: having the solution to their problem.
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Fig 2.5: Servitisation
Base Services: Product Provision

Intermediate Services: Product Repair,
Condition Monitoring, Field Service
and Customer Help Desk
Advanced Services: Pay Per Use, Fleet
Management, Availability Contract
and Integrated Solution

In this sense, the so called Product-Service Systems (PSS) is aligned: according to Mont (2002), it consists of
product-service and related networks and infrastructure. Building on this strategy: Technology, digitisation,
and the "Internet of Things" (IoT) would be linked to Design Thinking as the foundation for sustainable growth.

Design Thinking: a discipline or brainstorming methodology "which uses the sensitivity and methods of
designers to match the needs of people with what is technologically feasible and with what a viable business
strategy can turn into value for the customer and into an opportunity for the market".

Fig 2.6: Design thinking phases

Question:
Can a design thinking approach help entrepreneur to find market opportunities through
innovation in products/services?
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Answer:
Yes, by using design thinking tools & methodologies that focus on the customer. In this module
you will find links to main open sources. An example is:
User-persona: This profile includes fictional characters, which you create based on your research
to show the different potential user types of your service, product, site, or brand in a similar
way.

Fig 2.7: User personae example

Customer journey map: The so-called Customer Journey Map is a synthetic representation that
describes step-by-step how a user interacts with a service. It includes touchpoints and barriers.
It is important to highlight information flows and the perspective of the user (what they do - what
they say - what they feel). Inputs to be considered include:
•

Different types of users

•

Different contexts (alone, with family, proximity, homes, etc.)

•

Motivations for usage

•

Emphatic design
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•

Interview, observation, video, sales report, customer service log, point-of-sale-data

An Offering Map is designed to detail the value proposition into more specific clusters of
features, and a System Map visualises the actors and components involved in a service delivery.

A Service blueprint is a diagram / a matrix that visualises how the internal processes and
structure of your organization are directly related to each stage and point of contact that a
person has when accessing or purchasing your service. Entrepreneurs will be able understand
what happens "behind the scenes" and the paths that must happen internally each time a person
accesses or acquires a new service.

Fig 2.8: Service Blueprint

Consider:
•

User actions: tasks, steps, or decisions a person makes while interacting with a service to achieve a
goal.
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•

Frontstage: actions that occur directly with the user. Be it contact with an employee or interaction
with a system.

•

Backstage: tasks that occur out of the sight of users and help the person achieve his goal.

•

Processes: activities and internal tasks of the organization.

•

Evidence: elements associated with each stage that can influence or affect the person's decision and
experience (uniforms, premises, offices, website, videos, etc.)

The Double Diamond, more than a tool, is a framework that visually describes design and innovation process.
The type of thinking, whether Divergent or Convergent is responsible for the diamond shape of the model.
Four processes are identified:

1. Discover - It starts by questioning and leads to research to identify user needs.
2. Define - It is to make sense of the findings, understanding how user needs and the problem align.
The goal is to create a design brief that defines the challenge based on these insights.
3. Develop – It consist of developing, testing and refining multiple potential solutions.
4. Validate-Deliver - It involves selecting a single solution that works and preparing it for launch.
Fig 2.9: Double Diamond Tool

Question:
How can I reinforce the generation of innovation and design ideas (Ideation in Diamond picture)?
Answer:
By using Creativity & critical thinking techniques. The next section is indicated for that purpose.
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Section 3.1.2: Creativity & Critical thinking

Idea generation can help us acquire knowledge, improve our theories, and strengthen arguments. We can
use idea generation to create new products and services, enhance work processes, improve and change
business and sales / marketing activities, etc. Creativity may be generally defined as the formation of
novel, appropriate and useful ideas by individuals or small groups. When systemic creativity is in place, it
flourishes from top to bottom and across all functions. According to Arthur Koestler: It uncovers, selects, reshuffles, combines, synthesizes already existing facts, ideas, faculties and skills.

Fig 2.10: Creativity Guidelines
Everyone can be creative…
There is no right and wrong

Creativity
Guidelines

No idea is perfect
Having a good idea often comes from having a quantity of ideas
Do not judge ideas (suspend judgment!)
Be outrageous or ambitious
Do not rule out ideas because of practicalities at this stage
A few heads are better than one!

Question:
Is creativity in a group just a matter of individuals thinking about something?
Answer:
No. Individual creativity is a function of several elements such as, cognitive styles and abilities,
personality factors (interests, energy, autonomy, persistence and curiosity); intrinsic motivation;
knowledge. These individuals are both influenced by and influence social and contextual factors.
Group creativity is not the simple aggregate of all group members’ creativity, but it is influenced
by group composition (e.g. diversity), group characteristics (e.g. cohesiveness, group size), group
processes (e.g. problem-solving strategies, social information processes), and contextual
influences stemming from the organization.

There are very many ways to encourage idea generation within an organisation and some methodologies
included in the outputs of the Tractors Project Tractors-doc:. Examples include:
•

Six Thinking Hats: it represents six modes of thinking and are directions to think rather than labels
for thinking (information, intuition, risk, benefit-optimistic, alternatives and process control).
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•

6:3:5 Method: it consists of 6 participants supervised by a moderator who are required to write
down 3 ideas on a specific worksheet within 5 minutes.

•

Scamper: (substitute, combine, adapt, modify, put it to other use, eliminate, reverse-rearrange).

•

Classic Brainstorming: conference technique stimulating creative thinking by unrestrained and
spontaneous participation in discussion)

•

Attribute listing (decompose the problem/process in elements/attributes to improve).

•

Random Words

•

Trigger Sessions

•

Etc.

Creative problem-solving is the mental process of creating a solution to a problem where the
entrepreneur can identify waste or loss of value in the provision of services.

Fig 2.11 - Creative problem-solving tool

Techniques to shift a
person’s mental state
into one that fosters
creativity (take a
break and relax
after intensively
trying to think of a
solution)

Techniques to
reframe the problem
(“What am I really
trying to
accomplish?”)

Techniques to
increase the quantity
of fresh ideas. It
involves randomly
selecting an idea
(such as choosing a
word from a list) and
thinking about
analogy and
contiguity

Techniques to
efficiently lead to a
fresh perspective that
causes a solution to
become obvious. For
solving especially
challenging problems
(identifying
independent
dimensions...)

“Critical thinking is that mode of thinking – about any subject, content or problem – in which the thinker
improves the quality of his or her thinking by skillfully taking charge of the structures inherent in thinking and
imposing intellectual standards upon them” (Paul, Fisher and Nosich, 1993). Three components:
•

Knowledge

•

Skills

•

Attitude

Critical thinking and willingness to explore supports marketing research in terms of detecting and identifying
consumers, users, or citizens demands.
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Question:
What does the entrepreneur use the critical thinking process for?
Answer:
Entrepreneurs should ask themselves when thinking about a new product or service:
who needs the product? What follows from consumer behaviour? How can he/she integrate
solutions? Some critical thinking tools to use in these cases are the following:
•

Ladder of inference: it helps someone to realise which data is considering when making
decision and how the data chosen is informed by their past experiences.

•

Pro-chart: this tool helps someone to identify the positive traits of different viewpoints, and
then create a third option by merging the good qualities of both.

Section 2.1.3: Product/service Innovation & Technology Management
Following Clayton Christensen, it is possible to differentiate two forms of innovation:
•

Sustaining innovation: it is aimed to establish a gradual or incremental improvement of existing
products or product lines in a sort of steady and predictable way.

•

Disruptive innovation: focused on creating not only new products, but also new business models and
new markets (most of the times unpredictable).

Question:
If the start-up wants to be disruptive, where do we find customers?
Answer:
•

Non-consumers: those that need a solution but do not buy the available products (because they are
too expensive or complicated).

•

Already users of a product, following the general trend, but reluctant to pay high prices for a
better product.
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Fig 2.12 – Disruptive innovation

Sustaining
Innovation

Low-end
Disruptions

New Market
Disruptions

Target attributes are
the most valued by
mainstream customers.

use technology to create
good low-end product

improve on new
attributes

Market target: most
attractive

Market target: low end

Market target:
nonconsumers

Business model: improve
profits by cost structure

Business model:
operationa/financial to
earn from low end

Business model: profit in
small volumes

Regarding the Innovation Process, there is the Product/Service Life Cycle: it describes the progression of an
item through the four stages of its time on the market. Managing innovation is a main part of the product life
cycle management. According to Theodor Levitt, the result will be a product-strategy that includes some sort of
plan for a timed sequence of conditional moves, and therefore management decisions must consider the
competitive requirements of the next stage (see Module 3)

Fig 2.13: Product/ service life cycle

Implementing innovation management processes in the company is an important advantage for the future
sustainability of the business. The ISO 56002 standard provides a list on aspects to consider when managing
innovation. It includes among others:
•

Context (internal & external issues) + stakeholders needs

•

Scope, culture & collaboration + Leadership (value + vision + strategy)

•

Policy + roles & responsibilities + Planning (risks, goals & structure)

•

Resources (people, time, knowledge, finance, infrastructure)
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•

Competence, records, tools, Intellectual property (see Module 4), etc.

•

Operational planning & control (innovation process) + performance evaluation & improvement

Regarding the development of new product/service development (the innovation process itself), there
are two main approaches to project management:
•

Traditional approach: waterfall-phased approach.

•

Agile-Lean approach: feedback-Loop approach

Question:
Which approach is best suited for the innovation process in a start-up?
Answer:
The traditional model can be very efficient for sectors such as civil or mechanical engineering,
where design and construction are mainly separated. It is suitable for a predictable environment
and for those where the risk of failure is extreme. The Agile method is especially suited for those
developments in highly changing environments, where design work (difficult to predict) is the
majority and where maintaining contact with the client is essential for development success.

The Agile and Lean start-up approach has been very successful in innovative software companies, but both
models, waterfall & agile/Lean, can be combined. Agile key aspects include:
•

Collaborate with the customer constantly. Ensure a people oriented process.

•

Work together daily. Team as a cohesive and self-organising unit.

•

Build project around motivated individuals.

•

Brief face-to-face encounters.

•

Work deliveries more frequently - this is in line with the Ries Loop philosophy: the faster the
feedback the better
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Fig 2.14: Agile method

Kanban is a just-in-time manufacturing scheduling system designed to improve efficiency. Based on a pull
approach to meet demand needs. It is materialised (traditionally) in cards used as a signal to communicate a
need for work or transportation (and therefore the work order). It requires continuous communication
throughout the chain (supplier-factory-customer).

Scrum framework offers a way to develop complex products, particularly software innovation projects. The
project is worked in teams of roughly 10 people. The job is broken into goals/activities that can be completed
within iterations (sprints) from 1-4 weeks. The product backlog contains an ordered list of product
requirements. Progress will be tracked in a 15-minute daily meeting.

Fig 2.15: SCRUM framework (Agile Method)

The Lean start-up model is somewhat similar to Agile, in that it proposes to: map their hypotheses about a
business model and test them with customers in the field; use an iterative and incremental development
methodology to build the Minimal Viable Products (MVP: simplest version of the product that allow
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entrepreneurs to collect validated learning from customer) and put them in front of a large number of
customers to get immediate feedback; Discover what of their assumptions were wrong, and Pivot (change
the business model) or persevere. It is essential to have an accountability framework:
Keep the MVP as simple as possible (video, infography, app, napkind, …)
Test (Wizard Oz testing: customers believe they are interacting with the actual product, Split
testing or A/B test, etc.)
Loop as fast as possible
Metrics to evaluate:
o hypothesis acceptance (Cohort analysis: considering not the total results, but those of
different customers segmented by user experience; Funnel metrics: % registration, %
download,% trial, % repeat, % purchase; % New users /per week,…)
o Economic viability: profitability/per customer; cost/acquiring new customer; Life time value
per customer; Cost/acquiring new customer; Purchase rate; repeat purchase rate (loyalty).
See Module 1
It is used in the development phase of the business idea, service or process from the idea generated through
Design Thinking.

The three main pillars are:
1. Validated Learning.
2. Experimentation.
3. Interaction

The basic objective is to:
o Exclude activities or task that do not add value.
o Detect the problems and solve them.
o Keep product quality through continuous improvement
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Fig 2.16: Lean start-up Model

The waterfall model or so-called Stage-Gates Approach to innovation (Cooper, 2002) consist of a project
management methodology used to drive a project from idea-to-launch in a structured way, including several
decision-making points, so called gates. It incorporates a ‘market-driven & customer-focussed’ innovation
approach to the traditional way. Aspects like cross-functional project team composition and the figure of the
gatekeeper (stakeholders from different business areas) are essential for the success. Some criticisms of the
model argue the existence of a certain rigidity in the structure of the process that can reduce the potential
for creativity, however, it seems to provide greater cost and financial control compared to agile models.

Fig 2.17: Waterfall model/ stage - gates
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Fig 2.18: Combine design thinking, lean star up and agile method

The agile innovation cycle is a combination of methodologies.
a) Design thinking to break pre-established ideas and generate new ones.
b) Lean start-up model to develop and validate the product, service or business idea.
c) Agile methodology implementation of the product with the support of customers to perfect the
product or service in terms of efficiency and effectiveness increasing the delivery of value to the
customer.

3.2

Useful Material & Templates for the Entrepreneur

Links to Materials and Further Reading are provided below:
TOPIC

USEFUL LINKS
•

https://a.sfdcstatic.com/content/dam/www/ocms/assets/
pdf/industries/state-of-service-manufacturing.pdf

•

https://www.salesforce.com/uk/blog/2017/04/servitizati
on-the-changing-face-of-manufacturing-and-service.html

Servitization

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9VBS8D56Gk

•

Design thinking

•

https://designsprintkit.withgoogle.com/case-studies

•

Lean

•

https://www.lean.org/leanpd/resources/

•

Design thinking

•

https://servicedesigntools.org/tools

•

Design thinking

•

https://connect.innovateuk.org/documents/3338201/375
3639/Design+methods+for+developing+services.pdf.

•

Design thinking

•

www.ideo.com/tools.

•

Design thinking

•

www.liveworkstudio.com/tools.

•

Customer service

•

Servitization

•
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•
•
•

Service design
Service design
Service design

•
•
•

www.servicedesigntoolkit.org
https://designsprintkit.withgoogle.com/planning/.
www.nesta.org.uk.

•

Design thinking

•

www.designforeurope.eu.

•
•

Service design
Lean

•

•
•
•

Service design

•

Design thinking

https://trends.fjordnet.com/trends/
https://leanstack.com/Running_Lean_Excerpt.pdf
Herramientas para innovar en Español JA:
http://modelodenegocio.andaluciaemprende.es/recursosy-herramientas/
INNOVATION TOOLS à
https://www.boardofinnovation.com/tools/

•

Innovation
management

•

www.trendwatching.com

•

Design thinking

•

www.springwise.com

•

•
User persona

•

Service design

•

Service design

•

Service design

https://www.interactiondesign.org/literature/article/personas-why-and-how-youshould-use-them
https://medium.com/productized-blog/so-you-want-tobe-a-service-designer-by-jamin-hegeman-f547db3e4def
https://medium.com/service-design-bogot%C3%A1/3herramientas-para-mejorar-la-experiencia-de-tususuarios-5d147781c7a9
https://www.designcouncil.org.uk/news-opinion/doublediamond-universally-accepted-depiction-design-process

•

Idea generation

•

Critical thinking

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newCT_88.htm

•

https://www.kqed.org/mindshift/46781/three-tools-forteaching-critical-thinking-and-problem-solving-skills

Innovation
management

•

https://hbr.org/1965/11/exploit-the-product-life-cycle

Innovation
management

•

https://martinfowler.com/articles/newMethodology.html

•

https://www.planview.com/resources/guide/agilemethodologies-a-beginners-guide/agile-best-practiceseffectiveteams/#:~:text=Successful%20practices%20include%20k
eeping%20teams,that%20make%20Agile%20methods%
20sustainable.
https://santanderglobaltech.com/guia-agile-conceptosimprescindibles-para-conocer-la-filosofia/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/271965245_
Can_Intellectual_Capital_of_SMEs_Help_in_Their_Sustain
ability_Efforts
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledg
e/other/cohort-analysis/

•

Innovation
management

•

Innovation
management

•

Intellectual capital

•

Innovation
management

•
•
•
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•

•

Sustainability in
smes

•

Lean startup

•

Lean starup

•

Lean startup

•
•
•

http://scholar.google.es/scholar_url?url=https://www.md
pi.com/20711050/9/10/1899/pdf&hl=es&sa=X&scisig=AAGBfm3a
qjSP69o4EvPSkrm9yCO4H2Qupg&nossl=1&oi=scholarr
https://zistemo.com/blog/lean-startup-method-smallbusiness/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_a3s0IXSuxY&t=105
s
https://leanstartup.co/five-case-studies-youll-see-at-thelean-startup-conference-2015/

Useful Tools, templates and Apps can be downloaded from different websites. Here you will find some
of the most suitable for entrepreneurs:
Trello
Slack
Monday
Clarizen
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Key Terms.
Key terms
Agile Method

Agile software development refers to a group of software development
methodologies based on iterative development, where requirements and solutions
evolve through collaboration between self-organizing cross-functional teams
Buyer
Utility A tool to help managers think from a demand-side perspective. It outlines all the
Map
levers companies can pull to deliver exceptional utility to buyers as well as the
various experiences buyers can have with a product or service. It has two dimensions:
The Buyer Experience Cycle (BEC) and the Utility levers.
Chart
A visual representation of data, metrics or measures, where data points are
characterized by graphical symbols. These representations may take the form of bar
charts, line charts, or pie charts. A chart can display various data types such as
numeric, actions or functions or qualitative information.
Competencies
Combined knowledge, abilities and expertise of an individual or even an
organization.
Design Thinking
Disruptive
innovation
Innovation
Immersive
Technologies
Kanban

Lean
MVP
Strategic Design
SCRUM

Design thinking is a human-centered approach to innovation that
draws from the designer’s toolkit to integrate the needs of people, the possibilities
of technology, and the requirements for business success.
process of improving or enhancing products for the same target group; rather, it
involves the technologies used to make them easy to use and available to the larger,
non-targeted market.
Innovation is a process by which a domain, a product, or a service is renewed and
brought up to date by applying new processes, introducing new techniques, or
establishing successful ideas to create new value.
Immersive technologies is an overall term used to cover technologies such as 360degree filming and augmented and virtual reality, which are used to create unique
storytelling experiences that blur the line between the digital world and the physical
world.
production based on customer demand and not on the traditional "pull" practice of
making products and trying to sell them on the market. It is also called “Just in time”
model.
map their hypotheses about business model and test them with customers in the field
use an iterative and incremental development methodology to build the Minimal
Viable Products
A Minimum Viable Product (MVP) is that version of a new product which allows a
team to collect the maximum amount of validated learning about customers with the
least effort. In general, the purpose of this product is to test the demand.
Strategic design is a holistic process that delivers long-lasting, scalable value to an
organization and utility and emotional connection to its customers, through
converging disciplines and co-creation involving diverse points of view
Scrum is a process in which a set of best practices are regularly applied to work
collaboratively as a team to get the best possible outcome from a project. These
practices support each other, and their selection is based on a study of the way
highly productive teams work.
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Case Studies / Good practices / Exercises/
Exercise No: 1
Title

Using attribute listing technique for innovation: a new lamp

Objectives

using creativity tools

Duration

2 Hours

Description

Work with attribute listing (creativity tool) to improve a product (lamp)

Answers/Useful tips
Implementation*
Technical
implementation
(instructions only for
the tutor or course
coordinator)

1. Set up the properties of the new product (attributes of a lamp might
be power supply, bulb type, light intensity, size, style, finish,
material, shade, etc. Set these properties out as column headings on
a table).
2. Give possible variations for the attributes by individual work first
and group brainstorming session second. SCAMPER can be useful to
generate ideas.
3. Set up a table and make up different combinations.
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Exercise No: 2
Title

VALUE PROPOSITION DESIGN – CREATIVITY - IT

Objectives

using Design thinking approach to generate value through idea
generation and IT

Duration

3 Hours

Description

Choose a typical urban consumption service: bakery-pastry, pre-cooked
shop, organic shop, herbalist, etc. Try to improve user experience by
innovation.

Answers/Useful tips

7 wastes: In general, activities that that do NOT ADD value to the
customer (wait a queue to be attended, wait for the order to be
prepared, wait for to pay at the checkout, …). Also, identify
product/services with higher added VALUE and higher profit margin.
Consider how ICT & Technology can help enhance value (apps,
contactless, QR, automation, etc.)

Implementation*

Alternative: use Osterwalder VPD to identify the user needs/jobs to be
done and the value proposition

Technical
implementation
(instructions only for
the tutor or course
coordinator)

1. Identify STEPS of Customer Journey Map (describe how a user
interacts with a service, It includes touchpoints and barriers).
2. Identify possible 7 WASTES for the customer on each step.
3. Use SCAMPER to generate new ideas that reduce the time spent on
worthless activities (NOT VALUE ADDED) or to find opportunities to
ADD VALUE to any step of the journey.

To help with value analysis activity, here you have The Value Proposition Canvas (from strategyzer):
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Self-test Questions:

Multiple choice questions with more than one correct answer. (min. 5)
Question 1: During which stage would you: Consult experts to learn more about the areas of concern
and to gain an understanding of other people's experiences.
a) Prototype
b) Ideate
c) Define
d) Empathize
e) Control
Correct Answer: Empathize
Question 2: Who exactly is an entrepreneur?
a) The founder of a company
b) Visionary
c) Innovative
d) All of the above
Correct Answer - Yes for all – all the above
Question 3: What is a startup?
a) A new product or service under conditions of extreme uncertainty.
b) A human institution designed to create a new product or service under conditions of extreme
uncertainty.
c) A human institution under conditions of uncertainty
d) A simple company
e) A and B are correct
Correct Answer: A human institution designed to create a new product or service under
conditions of extreme uncertainty.
Question 4: It tests whether a product or service provides value to customers when they use it.
a) Hypothesis
b) Growth hypothesis
c) Value hypothesis
d) Innovation hypothesis
e) None of the above
Correct Answer: Value hypothesis
Question 5: They are useful for entrepreneurs as a way of calculating their progress in a rigorous
and objective way their progress in a rigorous and objective way.
a) Product milestones
b) Sales milestones
c) Business milestones
d) Learning Milestones
Correct Answer: Learning Milestones
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4. ROADMAP & ACTION PLAN
Having completed the Diagnostic evaluation and having identified the key issues of concern or knowledge
gaps in terms of supporting a business, the Trainer will have been able to set out a Training Roadmap on
specific issues to do with Adding value through innovation.

As outlined in Section 2.2.2, the Training roadmap (learning path) is a structured sequence of training
activities proposed to teach a topic. While it should be comprehensive, it also needs to be practical, in order
to organise the learning over a series of sessions. It will ensure that users do not omit crucial content because
lack of time and that entrepreneurs will achieve fluency in key elements of the topic. Steps:

1. Set the goals derived from the BIC for SME diagnostic needs check (see Section 2)
2. Set out the Roadmap and Action Plan by selecting the elements of the Module to be covered and
timelines (see Section 2)
3. Select pedagogy (how the selected elements of the Module are to be covered in terms of lectures,
reading material, exercises, etc.,) (see Section 2)
4. Set sequence: trainers to organize topics based on importance (as per the Diagnostic evaluation),
impact, interactions, etc.. (see Section 2)
5. Confirm Action plan and Milestones - KPI
6. Output: assess the result achieved

Having understood how to use the various tools contained in the Module (steps 1 – 4 above), the entrepreneur
should confirm a set of action items including a timeline indicating: what is to be done, by whom, when and
how. Examples are provided below:

4.1 Action Plan
What

Who

When

How

Apply techniques / tools to analyse Entrepreneur 2 weeks

Share design thinking tools/templates

the processes necessary to serve

and guide entrepreneur to search value

customers

and

Trainer

manufacture

products - Identify value processes
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Idea generation for innovation - to Entrepreneur 1 weeks

Share creativity tools and collaborate to

create value in current services or

run creativity sessions/teams to explore

Trainer

develop new ones

and innovate

Develop prototypes from new Entrepreneur 4-8 weeks

Make the entrepreneur internalize the

ideas and test them - Laying the

innovation Loop and the key aspects to

Trainer

foundations for future innovation

manage it.

management
Etc.

Etc.

Such a plan can be provided as a ‘take away’ for the entrepreneur in the form of a handout / infographic
thereby providing a practical guideline on tasks to be completed.

4.2 Countermeasures
Not all Action Items will progress as planned. It is therefore important to consider some Countermeasures.
•

Lack of success in testing ideas/prototypes (explore alternative). Pivot/persevere.

•

Not enough new/good ideas generated. Explore idea generation tools/team.

•

Needs for technology advice. Research, explore & seek sources.
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5. FOLLOW-UP & OUTPUTS

It is important for entrepreneurs to monitor output achieved against the original Diagnostic evaluation,
Roadmap and Action Plan:

What

Outcome (Date)

Identify value processes

Done

Idea generation process

Done

Develop prototyping & testing

To Do: requires time for feedback

Monitoring innovation process: metrics

To Do: requires time for feedback
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6. APPENDICES
•

Appendix 1- Module 2- TRACTORS – Training material in creativity and innovation for European
R&D organisations & SMEs.
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